Bekijk de webversie

Mandali, local products and
more...

Hello {{voornaam}},
Yes, it is about time. The Mandali Mail is here.
In this newsletter you will read information about our
shop Mandali in Kournas and I will tell you news about
Crete, the village of Kournas and much more.
You will read about:
* summer is over in Crete
* how was it in November in Kournas
* winter clothing for the families in Kournas
* firing tsikoudia and harvesting olives
* news about our donkeys
I hope you will enjoy reading it.

hoe was het in november op Kreta?
Summer is over in Crete, and we noticed that in November too. For a few days it was really
autumn, with storms and rain. But most days were dry and at the end of November it was
even warm with a storm from the south (from the Sahara). In Chania it even became 30
degrees. And that without sun, because it could not be seen with so much sand and dust in
the air.
Most hotels and restaurants in the tourist areas are now closed and you will hardly see any
tourists in the cities of Rethymnon and Chania.
Now it is not the case that everyone is now enjoying a quiet winter period, because there is
plenty of work everywhere: the Raki is heated in the kazanis, the olive oil factories are
running at full speed and the farmers are busy with their relatives and/or auxiliary troops with
the olive harvest. Many olive trees also have to be pruned. The fields have been ploughed
and new vegetables, potatoes, etc. have been planted.
Covid
Just like in many other European countries, the infections with the Covid virus are rising
again here in Crete. The Covid departments and the ICs are not (yet) full, but that can
suddenly change again. We have the impression that many people test positive, but
fortunately they have no serious complaints.
The restaurants, shops, cinemas, government buildings etc., may only be visited with a valid
QR code. Without a QR code you can only go to the supermarket, the public market and the
pharmacy.
The opening hours of the shops have been extended to spread the crowds as much as
possible, and free quick tests are performed daily in many places. Vaccinations are also
advancing at a rapid pace. On the entire island, about 60% have now been vaccinated twice.
In the past week, the number of positive tests on Crete was more than 200 a day and
sometimes more than 300. Young people in particular were positive, and a lot of positive
tests were tested in schools.
The government does not want to introduce a lockdown and hopes to get and keep the
situation under control with the latest measures.
There are occasional demonstrations and strikes in the cities against the measures. Most
people adhere to the measures, but you also increasingly hear and see reactions from
people who doubt the measures. We can only hope that things will slowly return to normal
and that we can resume our normal daily lives.

In November the sky is no longer
always blue and sun and clouds
provide beautiful pictures
In the winter period we find the most
beautiful shells on the beach.

how was life in Kournas in November?
The last tourists left Kournas in the first week of November. The rental cars have made
way for pick-ups and trucks. Everywhere you walk or drive you hear in the background
the sounds of the aggregates for the olive harvest and the chainsaws that are used for
pruning the trees. The sound of a chainsaw is also normal in the village: every day
someone is cutting large pieces of wood nearby. Most people heat their home with a
wood stove or fireplace.
It is now mainly the pick-ups that drive through the village. One packed with material for
the olive harvest, the other heavily loaded with bags full of olives or barrels of fresh olive
oil. Pick-ups and trucks with building materials also drive through the village almost daily,
because the building is still being renovated and renovated.
Building and renovating
In the street to the cemetery, it is now almost a large construction site. A house has been
almost completely renovated, but now a swimming pool has to be made in the garden.
This house will become a holiday rental.
The house that stands diagonally in front of it is now also being renovated. Most of the
demolition work has been done on the interior customer here, but the half-finished top
floor also has to be removed. This goes “siga, siga”, because the stones are reused
again.
Opposite this is an old building for sale, and I saw a contractor there yesterday. Maybe
they will start there too? We walk through the street several times every day on our way to
the donkeys, so we follow it closely.

In the photos below this text you can see the former kafenion and the butcher's shop on
the left and part of the building after the renovation on the right. It has now become 3
houses.

We drove to the new asphalt road on the moped to see if you already can drive to the
lake. And this is possible in the future, when the asphalt road is ready.
The road is still being worked on, but we could already see that the asphalt road will soon
continue until the asphalt road that leads from Kavros to Lake Kournas (where the train
also is driving).
They also made the street "a little" wider. Two large buses can drive side by side!
We don't know if many people will take this route to the lake because the road starts in
Kournas with a fairly steep road (concrete) to the valley.

This is the steep road to the valley
that turns into asphalt

This is the last part of the road, which will end at the asphalt road from Kavros to Lake
Kournas.

Distilling tsikoudia
In October, farmer Stelios and his son Pantelis started firing the tsikoudia (Raki) again
and just like last year we visited a few times with a small group. We had brought
something nice to eat, and Pantelis provided the fresh tsikoudia and the wine. Several
neighbours and fellow villagers are also happy to visit the “rakokazani”. On some
evenings the barbecue is turned on, chestnuts are roasted, walnuts cracked, and a
pleasant evening is spontaneously created.
If you want to see the process from pressing the grapes till distilling the tsikoudia, you can
have a look at the link to the online-photoalbum we made.

harvesting the olives
In the last weeks of October, the first farmers have already started the olive harvest and
the Over the past few weeks, there has been plenty of harvesting everywhere. The olive
oil factory in Kournas is also open again and on some days even into the late hours.
In general, the farmers are satisfied with the amount of oil in the olives and with the
quality of the olive oil, and also get a better price for their oil. And they deserve it, because
it's a tough job.
Take a look at our online-photoalbum about olives, harvesting and olive oil.

Homemade clothes for families in Kournas
Last year Sonja Martens, on behalf of the group “Initiative
Helfen mit Herz” from Goch in Germany, made many
families with children happy with homemade clothing. And
again this year the ladies of this group have knitted,
sewed and crocheted a lot. They had sent about 500
sweaters, hats, scarves, socks for the coming winter.
Also backpacks and other useful items for daily life were
taken in their suitcases from Germany to Crete.
Priest Georgios Fotakis, his wife Maria and their daughter-in-law Sarah have ensured the
distribution of the clothing among the families in the community of Kournas and the
surrounding area.
If you want to know more about the initiative of this special group, you can click on the
link: “Initiative Helfen mit Herz”

news about Mandali
and how are we doing?
Mandali is now really closed and in hibernation We have cleaned the store and cleaned
up everything and the story table is now inside.
midwinter walk
We are already thinkin about the midwinter walk with our 4 donkeys on December 21. We
already have a nice route in mind, and the word picnic has already been mentioned. We
will keep you informed.
"oliebollen"
And of course, on the last day of the year, the oliebollen baking is again on the program.
What do we do now?
Arno and I are already used to the winter rhythm. Although the weather is still summery
now and then, we are already prepared for the cold, and we already have 1000 kilo of
wood in the carport for the fireplace. We haven't lit the fireplace yet. At the moment we
can manage with the electric heater in the evening.
outdoor activities
Over the past few weeks we have spent a lot of time outside on the dry days: we picked
olives to preserve, green and black. We pruned some mulberry trees and made the
donkeys happy with the leaves. The vegetable garden has been cleaned and I have
planted potatoes and sowed kale. We have collected a few more bags of carob and we
are happy to be busy in the kitchen again.
Arno bakes bread again and I baked delicious cookies and chocolate cake again. The
"kruidnoten" are still on the program this week.
Almost every day we take a short or longer walk with the donkeys, or we take them to
another field. Their field has to be cleared of poop, the shelter was a bit leaky and had to
be repaired. In short, we are not bored.
Arno has been in contact with the hospital and consultation with the orthopedic will follow.
He now wants to call every week and hopes that this will help and that he can be
operated on quickly.

Ordering local products from Mandali
Good news for lovers of Tsounato-Koroneiki olive oil: it's available!
Farmer Nikos started harvesting his olives last week and is very satisfied with the taste
and quality. We will also taste it soon.
order list
This Mandali-Mail also includes an order list. I've checked it and it's all up to date again.
Cheese (vacuumed) and feta can also be ordered again.
You can click HERE to download the order list.
Write me an email with your wishes and I will pack it for you.
Also if you are missing something on the list please write to me, maybe I can arrange
something.

News about the donkeys
The donkeys are ready for the winter. They all have a thick winter coat again. And then it
suddenly becomes more than 20 degrees, and then suddenly there are all flies again… Cleo
always suffers the most and also now she had quickly bitten her legs. Fortunately, there is
Sudocreme, which helps to heal the wounds quickly and because Cleo finds this very dirty,
she stays away from it.
What do our donkeys like to do on Sundays?
We regularly bring the donkeys to a plot on the north side of the village. This is called a
“galeppa”, a rocky piece of land. All kinds of grass and herbs grow here, and there is an oak
tree and (very tasty) a carob tree. The plot is reasonably fenced with fencing and walls, and
usually the donkeys stay neatly on the “galeppa”.
Last week we walked to the Galeppa to pick up the donkeys and when we looked where they
were we saw that something was wrong. Cleo and Zoe walked on a high patch of ground
behind the Carob tree. It seemed as if they were walking on the other side of the tree, in the
garden of Villa Aloni. And this was true.
We called them and they jumped neatly over the wall and back onto the field. The wall had
collapsed a bit and the stones on the ground were a handy step for the donkeys.
Cleo and Zoë can jump over and on walls so easily. Eos can't do this, her body isn't athletic
enough and Popy can't do it either, because her legs are often too short.
The next day we built up the wall again with stones, branches and pallets and hopefully
made it donkey proof again. We left the donkeys there and walked home. At about two
o'clock my phone rang, it was the owner of villa Aloni, he called to say that 2 donkeys were
walking by the containers on the road. But we needn't to be worried, he had driven by and
they continued to eat very quietly. I thanked him for his call and we got in the car and drove
to the galeppa. And it was again on a Sunday!.
At the galeppa we saw Cleo and Zoë on the street side, near a carob tree. I picked them up
and brought them back. We suspected that they had jumped over another wall this time and
while we were looking at this wall Zoë showed how they did it: first check how high it is and
whether it is safe on the other side of the wall. Then put the front legs on the wall, and land
on the other side. As if she did it daily.
This wall also had to be made donkey-proof. Fortunately we still had many thick branches
from the mulberry trees and we could use them well for this.
Instagram “donkeysinkournas”
The Instagram account of “donkeysinkournas” is a great success. We see many nice
comments and already 74 followers. We still have so many charming, special and funny
photos and videos of our long ears, so keep following them.
in the stable
Cleo probably stumbled during this “concourse hippique”, because she limped a bit the next
day. We left her in a stable for a day and 2 nights, where the ground is flat and where her leg
could get a little rest. And that has helped. Slowly, walking got better. She put her paw down
even more carefully, but soon she was walking normally again. Of course, Zoë also went to
the stable, because she doesn't want to be without her mother. And Cleo is also having a
hard time without her daughter.
We use the stable as a storage place for the straw bales and all other donkey stuff, such as
pack saddles, bags, baskets, tasty sweets, bags with kilos of carob, etc. So we had to
reorganize a bit and move everything upstairs in the attic.
With thick branches of the mulberry trees, we closed the possible escape spots. The
ladies behaved well, everything was still intact.
The weather was stormy, but dry, so Cleo and Zoe could have pooped and peed outside, but
they hadn't. The next morning, I could smell the stable even before I opened the gate. They
had relieved themselves neatly in the back of the stable. There was nothing outside at all.
While there is almost never any poop on the field in the shelter. Only when it rains very long
and hard do we sometimes find something, but not much.
Fortunately, Arno offered to “muck out” the stable.
Cleo is walking well now, but we keep an eye on it and don't go to the rocky galeppa just yet.
beaver
The mulberries are all pruned in the fall and the leaves are often given to the sheep and
goats. Our donkeys love it too. And not just the leaves. Cleo also likes the bark very much. I
once read that donkeys have something of a beaver in them, because they also like to gnaw
on wood and twigs. Cleo has shown what she can gnaw away from the mulberry branches at
the stable overnight.
There are several mulberry trees near our house and we were allowed to prune them all.
There are still 2 trees that need to be pruned, so we can enjoy ourselves with the (hand) saw
on a long handle.

The paths have also been made
wider at the forest

when a storm comes from the south
again, the donkeys have a little more
shelter. The straw even blew out of
the slow feeders.

and that invites you to roll

it looks like there's a donkey hanging
from the tree

This old chair was in the woods, but
it wasn't donkey proof. The wicker
seat is already finished, now the
wood?

Cleo in the stable: it seems a serious
matter

I thought the sticks for the entrance
to the vegetable garden were strong
enough. Not so. The donkeys simply
threw their weight into the fray and
went
in
search
of
goodies
(lemongrass, lavender, blackberries).
So again a pallet for the entrance.
With some sticks sticking out above
it, otherwise Zoë will jump over it.

no these weren't beavers

Mandali Mail
I enjoyed sharing the news from Kournas with you again
and hope you have enjoyed reading this newsletter.
Welcome to the new readers of our Mandali mail. Nice to
have you here.
Take a look at our website with more information about our shop, the donkeys and about
us.
You can also find us on Facebook, Instagram and YouTube.
Do you have family or friends who are also interested in this newsletter from Mandali,
Then you can always forward it. They can also sign up for the next newsletter via the
website.
Warm wintergreetings from Kournas,
Arno en Barbara

Facebook
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Instagram

Mandali, local products and more...
Kournas
73007 Apokoronas
Chania, Crete, Greece
tel: 0030-6951337205 + Whatsapp + VIBER

Deze e-mail is verstuurd aan {{email}}. • Als u geen nieuwsbrief meer wilt ontvangen, kunt
u zich hier afmelden. • U kunt ook uw gegevens inzien en wijzigen. • Voor een goede
ontvangst voegt u info@mandali-kournas.com toe aan uw adresboek.

